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ELECTRONICS
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e-Screens, e-Boards, mounting solutions and more

INTRODUCTION

Offices come in all different sizes, designs and surroundings. Whether
you’re having a brainstorming session, daily stand-up or video conference
the Legamaster solutions support you in every small detail. From an
outstanding digital image to the ease of a digital writing surface.
The versatility of the hi-end interactive solutions offers you many key
benefits as a user. Our products support your story, whether it be creative,
inspirational or aimed at collaboration. The possibilities are unlimited.

Corporate solutions
Unlimited options

Educational solutions
for interactive lessons

Change teaching materials into an impactful interactive experience.
Legamaster offers you interactive solutions that you can customise to
the needs of your school. Long-lasting, uncomplicated and absolutely
efficient.
You choose the control, either with your finger, a marker, a stylus or
any other pencil object. Legamaster provides multi-touch products,
allowing simultaneous touches in your preferred way. Thus, you
create a spontaneous interaction, which gives a powerful boost to
the purpose of your lesson.
You do not have to be an IT expert to operate our interactive
solution. On the contrary, with the intuitive clearly arranged
control buttons, everything works logically. So you can focus on
sharing and developing content. Attention changes to involvement
and information becomes inspiration. Everyone achieves a richer
experience.
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Need help in selecting the ideal
interactive solution from Legamaster?
Our sales teams will be happy to
advise you about our possibilities
by giving you more information
and answering your questions
about our interactive products.
You can also reach us
24 hours a day at
www.legamaster.com

Legamaster offers the right
solution for any situation
To be convincing, your message needs
to be clear and visible. To communicate
efficiently, you need to be able to see
the bigger picture. With its vast range of
highly practical, well thought-out products,
Legamaster, the name for professional
visual communication, has successfully
established itself in the market.

The Legamaster range is continually being updated and expanded. We expressly reserve the right to amend the range, the materials and the design, and to make alterations to
the available colours and sizes. We cannot be held liable for typographical errors.

Legamaster – TABLE OF CONTENT
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e-Screen

e-Screen XTX-UHD

ULTRAHD

Go unlimited: the all-in-one touch screen solution
Unlimited versatility
A touch screen is one of the most versatile tools available in a meeting
room. It is both a dynamic creation tool, like a whiteboard you can
write and draw on it, and also a static display tool, on which you can
show presentation slides, movies and images. In addition, it is a perfect
tool for talking beyond the meeting room, using the integrated video
conferencing equipment.
Energizer
The versatility of the screen offers many key benefits to the user.
Presenting, writing and drawing on the screen is an active process, and
energizes the speaker. Whenever you step up to the e-Screen, your energy
level will rise. The intuitive XTX screen combined with Flipbox software
makes you feel comfortable navigating through it. This helps you to tell
your story effectively and get your message across. This e-Screen series
supports your story, whether it is creative, inspirational or aimed at
collaboration. The possibilities are unlimited.
No boundaries
Video conferencing has quickly become a business standard in many
industries. With the XTX screen it becomes easier than ever to connect
with partners, clients and colleagues across the globe. This unlimited allin-one solution has integrated cameras, a microphone and conferencing
tailored loudspeakers. The technology meets the requirements for high
quality video conferencing and therefore you can focus on exchanging
ideas and information and without getting wrapped up in the
‘tech’ of it all.

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications, page 34.
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Access to all features
Next to all the integrated elements to support you in your day-to-day
meetings, the XTX screen is equipped with many smart features. Clear
buttons on the side, like an on-off button, make it possible for even a
experienced user to start using the screen right away.
What’s more, buttons become needless when it comes to writing and
drawing on the screen. For instance, you can operate it with your fingertip
and write with a very small stylus. And you can make your screen as
clean as a whistle, with just a sweep of your hand. All this can be done
intuitively and without tapping a button. Unleash these features and your
possibilities will be unlimited.

e-Screen

e-Screen XTX
InGlass™ active touch system
Extremely fast and accurate with 20 point multi touch. You can operate with your fingertip and directly write with a very small
stylus. And to make your screen clean as a whistle, just sweep with your hand. All intuitively and without tapping a button.

Integrated
Cameras
Ideal for
your video
conferences
with the left and
right integrated
cameras in Full
HD. The wide
angle creates a
natural image.

Easy Access
For your
convenience
an USB 3.0
port to OPS PC
is situated on
the side of the
screen, making
the PC easily
accessible.

Stereo sound system
Integrated stereo sound system tuned for video
conferencing. The front facing system makes the screen
perfect for open office environments because the sound
is directed to the audience.

Microphone
High performance integrated microphone system for clear sound
during your meetings. The Acoustic Echo Cancellation and Noise
Suppression eliminates disturbance from the surrounding and leaves
you with a clear audible sound. The 4 Channel microphone array
means the 4 microphones operate in tandem.

MULTITOUCH

Multi-touch:
InGlass™ active
touch system

Integrated wide angle
cameras in Full HD

4 Channel
Microphone Array

Ultra HD/4K
resolution

Anti-Glare
glass

Fanless design

Integrated stereo sound
system tuned for video
conferencing

Automatic brightness
adjustment

Ultra slim design

OPS slot

Unique Easyfix
mounting solution

LESS POWER
USAGE

Low energy
consumption

Legamaster – e-SCREEN XTX
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e-Screen

ULTRAHD

e-Screen PTX-UHD
The Ultimate Presentation Experience
Offices have moved on a lot in recent years. Modern materials, well design
office equipment and correctly proportioned meeting rooms are becoming
more and more important, bringing about a new standard in office design.
Figures show that employees work better together and collaborate more
when they have the right facilities at hand in surroundings they feel
comfortable in. The result: improved team results and a more positive
outcome.
The PTX series is supporting this office trend with an ultra slim assortment
that supports all modern working techniques and meeting environments.
The large-format screens (98“) for example are perfect for use in large
meeting rooms or more intensively used environments like showrooms.
The smaller screens can be used in huddle spaces or smaller meeting rooms.
Regardless of the screen size, users will not fail to be impressed by its ease
of use.
When you‘re looking at a PTX screen, because of its Ultra HD, it makes
you feel looking through a window instead of looking at a display. The
resolution creates a better definition and clarity for even more realistic and
lively content.

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications, page 36.
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With such features, the user‘s visual field is indulged and challenged at the
same time. Because the screen invites you to simultaneously display multiple
sources. This will not only broaden the view literally, it also encourages
creativity for collaboration. All participants, inside and outside the room, are
free to provide additional and vivid content and create an environment in
which all contributions are welcome.
PTX screens are instinctive and intuitive. Although such a screen has an
impressive look and feel and will make your presentations immediately
stand out, it feels really natural to work with.
Because of the screen‘s advanced technology (infra-red), it is very userfriendly. After starting your computer, you can begin right away - no
calibration is needed. The screen will respond accurately and promptly
to any pointing device, such as a stylus, finger or any other pen-shaped
object. Here, too, collaboration is supported. That‘s because the screen‘s
multi-touch capability means you can work together (in a document or
presentation, say). The PTX series will blend in with any modern office
surrounding, supporting the user in the most optimal and natural way.

Customise your own Legamaster System!
e-Screen PTX-UHD
The PTX series complements this office trend with an ultra slim assortment that supports all modern working techniques and
meeting surroundings. The large sized screens (98”) are for example perfect to use in large meeting rooms or the more heavy
demand environments like showrooms. The smaller sized screens can be used in huddle spaces or smaller meeting rooms.
For more information please see page 36.

Flipbox Software Suite
Presenting and using an interactive screen has never been this
easy - simply select a file you want to show. Flipbox supports
the display of still images, video and popular office formats
such as MS Office and PDF. Use multi-touch gestures to scroll
through and scale displayed documents. The instantly accessible
annotation tools allow quick and easy annotating. These
annotations can be saved, printed or emailed to participants in
an instant. For more information please see page 16.

Wall fixed mounting component
For safe and ergonomic use of your e-Screen monitor we
advise to mount it using a Legamaster FLEX mounting
solution. You can choose between fixed height and height
adjustable systems in a wall, mobile or column configuration.
For more information please see page 18-21.

MULTITOUCH

Multi-touch:
Advanced Zero Parallax™
infra-red touch technology

Ultra HD/4K
resolution

1.9 mm Anti-Glare ion
strengthened glass
(58”-85”)

Ergonomic Stylus
Accurate and precise,
with the stylus in
hand you have an
ergonomic grip
allowing a great
precision touch. Write
all ideas, annotations,
notes easily on your
touch screen without
the risk of scratching
surfaces. And more
important; no more
finger stress.
For more information
please see page 28.

3 mm Anti-Glare glass
with Anti Fingerprint
coating (98”)

24/7
Fanless design

Integrated High quality
speaker system

Automatic brightness
adjustment

Suitable for 24/7
operation

Ultra slim design

OPS slot

Unique Easyfix
mounting solution

LESS POWER
USAGE

Low energy
consumption

Legamaster – e-SCREEN PTX-UHD
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e-Screen

e-Screen STX
World Class Presentation Experience for any situation
Be it in a meeting room, a conference room, a classroom or an
office, interactive products are increasingly seen as standard pieces
of equipment. The touchscreens of the STX range offers high-quality
images in Full-HD and Ultra-HD, making it able for you to present your
ideas razor sharp.

With its attractive look and feel the screen is not only soothing to the
eye but it is also impressive to work with. Due to the dual USB input for
touch you can connect two computers to the screen simultaneously.
And the advanced infra-red technology allows you to work fast and
accurately with any pointing device, such as a finger or stylus.

Your audience will enjoy the premium anti-glare coated glass because it
ensures perfect readability - and with the built-in Automatic Brightness
Sensor you are guaranteed your presentation is shown in an optimal
picture under all light circumstances. What‘s more, this also reduces the
energy consumption of the screen.
Besides a smooth surface, contributing to hours of use in complete
comfort, the STX touchscreens have a slim laser-cut design and bezel
widths down to 16 mm which makes it a distinctive addition to
any meeting or classroom. This STX line-up creates an unobtrusive,
minimalist and professional look that will suit any surroundings.
Furthermore, Legamaster offers a wide range of height adjustable,
mobile and fixed mounting solutions to suit every purpose and any
situation.

Anti-Glare glass

Fanless design

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications,
page 38.

MULTITOUCH

Multi-touch:
advanced infra-red
touch technology

Ultra HD/4K
resolution
(75“, 84“)

Integrated High quality
speaker system

Automatic brightness
adjustment

Ultra slim design

Unique Easyfix
mounting solution

16/7
Suitable for 16/7
operation
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LESS POWER
USAGE

Low energy
consumption

e-Screen

Customise your own Legamaster System!
Side panels for e-Screen STX
You can add whiteboard panels to your e-Screen STX-8400UHD,
STX-7500UHD and STX-6500. Legamaster offers a 10 year guarantee on
laquered steel side panels and 25 year guarantee on enamel steel side panels,
when used in combination with Legamaster whiteboard accessories.
For more information please see page 59.

e-Screen STX
Be it in a meeting
room, a conference
room, a classroom
or an office,
interactive products
are increasingly
standard equipment.
The touchscreens of
the STX range offers
high-quality, images in
Full-HD and Ultra-HD
making it able for you
to present your ideas
razor sharp.
For more information
please see page 38.

Flipbox Software Suite
Presenting and using an interactive screen has never been this
easy - simply select a file you want to show. Flipbox supports
the display of still images, video and popular office formats
such as MS Office and PDF. Use multi-touch gestures to scroll
through and scale displayed documents. The instantly accessible
annotation tools allow quick and easy annotating. These
annotations can be saved, printed or emailed to participants in
an instant. For more information please see page 16.

SP3700B Active Sound System
Designed for rooms up to 120m2 you can
easily blow away the audience with your
presentation. You can control the sound
effortlessly with the remote control or via
the control panel on the system.
For more information please see page 28.

Electrical height adjustable mobile stand
For safe and ergonomic use of your e-Screen monitor we advise to mount it
using a Legamaster FLEX mounting solution. You can choose between fixed
height and height adjustable systems in a wall, mobile or column configuration.
For more information please see page 18.

Legamaster – e-SCREEN STX
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e-Screen

e-Screen ETX
Sharp interactivity for a richer experience
Transform any ordinary meeting, teaching materials or presentation into
an impactful interactive experience with the ETX e-Screen series. Although
sublime, it‘s not about technology, which is only a means to an end.
Attention turns into involvement and information becomes inspiration.
Everyone achieves a richer experience.
You can get started right away, because the ETX e-Screen runs on
Android. In addition, you can connect an ETX e-Screen to a computer
instantly. As a participant you can connect your laptop or other device
wirelessly. The internal router makes it possible to share and edit both
offline and online content, annotations and other information effortlessly.
From whichever angle you look, the ETX e-Screen is appealing to the eye
due to its anti-glare coating and a built-in Automatic Brightness Sensor.
Enriched with the visual impact of Full HD or Ultra HD image quality, the
ETX e-Screen will merely exceed your expectations.

Touch the screen with your finger, a marker, a stylus or any other pencillike object. An ETX e-Screen is multi- touch, allowing you 32 simultaneous
touches, making it possible to you create spontaneous interaction and so
provide a powerful boost to the purpose of your session.
You do not have to be an IT expert to handle an ETX e-Screen. On the
contrary, with its intuitive, clearly arranged control buttons, everything
works logically. You can find the main features on-screen on the touch
screen itself.
Want to facilitate sharing and developing content with an extremely
high-quality interactive touchscreen. Legamaster ETX e-Screens have
the answer.

MULTITOUCH

Please see appendix for reference numbers
and product specifications, page 42.
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32 point touch:
Advanced infra-red
technology

Ultra HD/4K
resolution
(75“, 86“)

Fanless design

Integrated High quality
speaker system

Automatic brightness
adjustment

Low energy
consumption

LESS POWER
USAGE

Customise your own Legamaster System!
Side panels for ETX e-Screens
Combine the use of an ETX e-Screen with the ease of a real whiteboard by adding side panels to your ETX
e-Screen. This allows you to easily pick up a marker and start drawing, sketching or writing during your
presentation or lesson. You are able to mount 2 or even 4 side panels to your ETX e-Screens, which allows you
to have a large writing surface solution in the center of your room. The ETX side panels are available in high
quality lacquered steel and enamel steel writing surface.
For more information please see page 59.

e-Screen ETX
Want to facilitate
sharing and developing
content with an
interactive touchscreen
of excellent class?
Legamaster ETX
e-Screens answers to
your most expressed
needs.
For more information
please see page 42.

SP3700B Active Sound System
Designed for rooms up to 120m2
you can easily blow away the
audience with your presentation.
You can control the sound
effortlessly with the remote
control or via the control panel on
the system.
For more information please see
page 28.

Electrical height adjustable column system
For safe and ergonomic use of your e-Screen
monitor we advise to mount it using a Legamaster
FLEX mounting solution. You can choose between
fixed height and height adjustable systems in a wall,
mobile or column configuration.
For more information please see page 18.

Legamaster – e-SCREEN ETX
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e-Board

PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch
The primary ingredient to a complete solution
Give a new dimension to teaching! In our day-to-day activities,
electronic media are increasingly being used. Teaching materials are now
interactive experiences and the next generation is already used to all this
technology, living in a world full of digital.
With the PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch you can keep up with them
thanks to technology that has a high response rate on a touch surface
that is so smooth and natural, it feels like writing on paper. As a user your
experience is enhanced due to handy features like gestures that can be
defined individually for each board. You determine how you want to use it!
No need to worry or keep students away from the board because the
enamel steel surface and the high stability of the board makes it suitable
for playful environments such as classrooms. Even better; invite them
over to the board! Together with a projector, use your e-Board to involve
students more actively in traditional assignments, allowing them to
learn more in a playful way. And more importantly there is much more
interaction between the teacher and students. What‘s more, you can
ergonomically adapt the height to suit any student due to the possibility to
combine the e-Board with Legamaster FLEX mounting systems.
Combine e-learning and offline education by adding side panels of
your choice to your e-Board. Gridded sides panels for a maths class, a
whiteboard surface for writing or even green boards for persistent chalk
users. And with a 2 year warranty on the Touch system and a 25 year
warranty on the board surface, the only risk is that your class will have an
even richer experience.

Minimum system requirements:
■ All operating systems
- At least a Pentium Celeron 333MHz processor
- At least 1024x768
■	
Comes complete with:
- USB cable, 3m
- Power supply unit
- Power cord
- Pen tray (20cm)
- Wall-fixed mounting kit
	- Installation CD
	- Chalkbox basic software
	- Easiteach software, 5 user license
- 1 Legamaster ergonomic stylus

MULTITOUCH

Multi-touch:
Optical touch technology

Available in 77” (4:3),
87”(16:10) and 93” (16:9)
formats

High quality enamel steel
board surface

25 year warranty for board
surface, 2 year warranty
for touch system

GUARANTEE

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications, page 44.
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e-Board

Customise your own Legamaster System!
Side panels for e-Board Touch 77“, 87“
and 93“
You can choose between durable enamel
steel whiteboard, green board or grid board
surface. All side panels have a whiteboard
enamel steel backside. Legamaster offers a
25 year guarantee on all side panels when
used in combination with Legamaster
whiteboard accessories.
For more information please see page 44.

Accessory kit eBoard Touch
Have everything you need at hand with the
Accessory kit for e-Board Touch. The included
stylus gives you the precise touch and a
natural writing feeling. With board markers
in 4 colours write down your thoughts and
ideas and easily clean your surface with the
Micro Fibre Cloth. For intensive cleaning use
the Board cleaner and the MagicWipe to wipe
away the toughest marks and stains, even
permanent ink.
Ref. no. 7-196900
For more information please see page 29.

Projector mounts FLEX“
Legamaster offers a variety of Projector arms for short throw and
ultra short throw projectors. For more information please see
page 25.
SP3700B Active Sound System
Designed for rooms up to 120m2 you can
easily blow away the audience with your
presentation. You can control the sound
effortlessly with the remote control or via
the control panel on the system.
For more information please see page 28.

Optional
Long marker tray
Extra long marker tray,
1 metre, ref.no. 7-195511

Professional
e-Board Touch
With the
PROFESSIONAL
e-Board Touch you
keep up with the next
generation specially
with technology that
has high response rate
on a touch surface
that is so smooth and
natural, it feels like
writing on paper. As a
user your experience
is enhanced due to
handy features like
gestures that can be
defined individually
for each board. You
determine your own
operation! For more
information please see
page 44.

Electrical height adjustable column system
For safe and ergonomic use of your e-Screen monitor we advise to mount it
using a Legamaster FLEX mounting solution. You can choose between fixed
height and height adjustable systems in a wall, mobile or column configuration.
For more information please see page 22.

Legamaster – PROFESSIONAL e-BOARD TOUCH
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FLEX PRODUCTS

Projection boards FLEX
Good image and contrast quality for long term use
Need a smooth surface to project on, but in a suitably high quality for
long term use for perfect projection? With the range of projection boards
available from Legamaster, there is a projection board for any need.
Use the PROFESSIONAL FLEX projection board for projection with average
a/v projectors and be assured of a good image and contrast quality due
to the projection enamel steel because no “hotspot” is visible when
projecting. Your audience will be thankful for this for they will not be
bothered by the reflection of the projector lamp on the board, meaning
they can focus on your presentation on the board.

Side panels for FLEX Projection board for Interactive Projectors.
You can choose to add durable enamel steel whiteboard side panels.
Legamaster offers a 25 year guarantee on all side panels when used in
combination with Legamaster whiteboard accessories.

REF.NO.

Side panels Projection board FLEX for
Interactive Projectors 87“

Side panels for this board can only be mounted onto Electrical Height
Adjustable Column Systems 7-195284-01 and 7-195284-02

For projection with interactive multi-touch ultra-short throw projectors
the FLEX projection board for interactive projectors is the solution. With
the hybrid enamel steel finish, this board is the perfect multifunctional
solution in environments where you use both whiteboards and projectors
frequently. It gives you the ideal combination of high-quality projection
and writing with normal board markers.
Both board options have the aluminum frame with easy wall mounting
thanks to a concealed slot system giving your office a sophisticated
look and feel. You can easily mount an optional long or short marker
tray if you desire for your convenience. And with Legamaster‘s 25 year
guarantee on the board surfaces the only risk you have is wowing your
audience with a great presentation.

Suitable
Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications,
page 56.
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7-190039-01

for use in combination with eBeam Edge Plus
and the electronic pen (stylus)
See page 27 for more information

PROFESSIONAL Projection board FLEX

High quality, scratch
resistant enamel steel
projection surface

4:3 or 16:10 widescreen
format / 77“, 88“ and 99“
board sizes available

Projection board FLEX for interactive projectors

High quality, scratch
resistant enamel steel
projection surface

Comes with short
marker tray and
wall mounting kit

16:10 aspect ratio

Comes with short
marker tray and
wall mounting kit

OPTIONALLY
PROFESSIONAL Hybrid Board
The Hybrid version of the PROFESSIONAL Board FLEX is an optimal multi-functional solution
in environments where whiteboards and projectors both are frequently used.
For more information about this board, please contact your Legamaster dealer.
Legamaster – FLEX PRODUCTS – PROJECTION BOARDS FLEX
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SOFTWARE

Flipbox Software Suite
Intuitive touch-screen software for business environments
Good, constructive and efficient meetings are often preconditions for any
business gathering. Other key aspects include decent preparation and
accurate time management. And with Flipbox software on your touch
screen, you can add a new dimension to your meeting room. This intuitive
software enables you to present, share, record or even collaborate better
during your meeting, helping ensure a good, constructive and efficient
meeting.
Flipbox will simplify the use of your touch screen. As soon as you turn on
the screen, pre-installed elements will be displayed. They will redirect you
to the most used elements of the touch screen, such as internet browsing,
starting a video conference or searching your company network. This is
not only intuitive for you and your colleagues, but also for any of your
guests wishing to connect their laptop or USB stick and use the screen.
These elements make your screen a perfectly safe user environment.
A large-format touch screen is ideal for displaying images, videos and
presentations . Together with a presenter who controls the screen with his
fingertips and - literally - highlights parts of his presentation, the audience
will be engaged. For you as the presenter, it is important that everything
works smoothly, with attention focussed on the story, thereby ensuring
that the message is conveyed. Flipbox helps you achieve this. The software
supports the display of images, video and popular office formats such
as MS Office and PDF. And thanks to the built-in browser you can easily
browse web pages, search for information on the Internet and use web
applications.

Each participant of your meeting is able to share their input via their own
device (laptop, tablet or phone), by sending it to the big touch screen in
just seconds. Flipbox is perfect for BYOD collaboration. Share the content
of your notebook or mobile device with ease using WiFi. Annotate over
the mirrored screen and control the notebook directly from Flipbox. Apple
Airplay and Google Cast support is also available for easy mirroring. And
you can add any Windows application to Flipbox (such as Skype, Microsoft
Lync, Excel or AutoCad). The applications will run in the sandbox, making
it a perfectly safe, convenient and efficient way to work.
How often do annotations or notes have to be (re)written after a
meeting? With Flipbox this will be something from the past because the
annotation tool allows quick and easy annotation during your meeting.
You can save, print or email these annotations instantly. Furthermore you
can use Flipbox as a substitute for a whiteboard or a flipchart. Write with
digital ink and keep track of the meeting right away. No need to clean a
whiteboard or tear flipchart paper off, Flipbox cleans its memory safely
after the meeting is over. You can be sure that all information displayed
on Flipbox is secured
Not only within the meeting room is it possible to share or discuss ideas:
with HD videoconferencing you can easily collaborate outside the room.
Third-party solutions such as Skype and Microsoft Lync can be added to
the Flipbox software as additional applications to enhance this. It feels like
your international colleagues, customers or suppliers are sitting next to
you in the meeting room during the videoconference.

REF.NO.
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Flipbox Software Suite

7-197002

FLIPBOX

Flipbox

Solution
Main menu
The Flipbox home screen is the main menu of the software and consists of multiple
sections: Draw Sketch, Internet, Show Files, Documents, Show Laptop, Videoconferencing
and Applications.
Show files
You can use this section if you want to show previously prepared files
(presentations, images, videos, documents, etc.) in the Flipbox software.
Simply connect your USB drive and start presenting!

Draw Sketch
Open your digital
whiteboard.
Write your notes
and share within
seconds. Directly
email, save, print
and share your
annotations.

Internet
Opens Flipbox’
built-in browser
for you to browse
web pages, search
information on the
internet and use
web applications.

Clear Data
Remove all
temporary data
used in your
meeting. Clean the
memory after the
meeting to protect
confidential
information and
company data.

Documents
You can use this section to show files you previously
prepared on the computer (presentations, images,
videos, documents, etc.)

Show laptop
Easily share the content
of your notebook or
mobile device through
WiFi, Airplay or Google
Cast. Annotate over
the mirrored image
and control your device
directly from Flipbox.
No need to install
external apps.

Applications
Shows additional
applications installed
by the administrator.
You can add any
Windows application
to Flipbox such
as Skype, Excel or
AutoCad. This allows
you to start these
applications directly
from the Flipbox user
interface and enables
direct annotation.

Legamaster – FLIPBOX
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Height adjustable
mounting solutions for
e-Screens
Freestanding – Column – Mobile – Wall
Offices and classrooms come in all different sizes, designs and
surroundings. The right digital communication tool needs to support you
in your presentation or meeting. For every meeting room or classroom,
a mounting solution is needed to enable you to make best use of your
e-Screen.
Whether you‘re having a brainstorming session, daily standup or video
conference the e-Screen solutions supports you in every small detail.
From an outstanding digital image to the ease of a digital writing
surface. Most meeting rooms are used for several meeting settings. If
you have a standup meeting, you need to be able to set your e-Screen
at a different height than when you‘re having a video conference. And
don’t forget: every person is different and requires a different e-Screen
height in order to feel comfortable using the e-Screen.
In classrooms, too, it is important that the teacher can reach the screen
comfortably. The student, meanwhile, may require a different e-Screen
height.

Legamaster height adjustable mounting solutions are ideal for this!
You can choose an electrical height adjustable solution or you can opt
for a mounting solution that you can operate by hand. The height
adjustable systems are designed in order for you to use the e-Screen
in an ergonomic way. The small version is the ideal solution where the
e-Screen has to be used by both small children and adults. The weight of
the electrical height adjustable column system rests on the floor, making
the system suitable for use in rooms with non-rigid walls.
Mobility is becoming more and more important in an open office
or offices with flexible meeting spaces. Even in schools or within a
classroom there is a great desire for mobility. This is where the mobile
electrical height adjustable systems come in. The mounting solutions are
designed with special cable management solutions and have sufficient
space to house PCs, ensuring that there is no hassle when moving your
solution.

OPTIONALLY

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications.
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Laptop shelf
An additional laptop shelf can easily be fitted onto the system
Ref.no. 7-194412

FLEX PRODUCTS

Height adjustable
freestanding

Height adjustable
column

Height adjustable
mobile

Height adjustable
wall mounted

Legamaster – FLEX PRODUCTS – HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
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FLEX PRODUCTS

Fixed height mounting solutions for
e-Screens
Column – Mobile – Wall
In meeting rooms and classrooms you are still more likely to find that an
e-Screen has been placed on the wall in the center of the room. Take for
example a huddle space in which you can have a quick meeting where
height adjustability is not a necessity. Also, most lecture rooms have a
standard setup where the e-Screen should always be in the middle of the
room at a certain height so the e-Screen could be seen from every seat.

If you have an e-Screen that is used in several rooms, you could opt
for the fixed height mobile stands. This solution has a solid and robust
construction, an attractive design and can easily be moved by one person.

The installer-inspired wall fixed mounting component solves panel
installation problems, offering perfect positioning of your e-Screen and
flexible adjustments for large and extra-large sizes. The fixed height
column system makes sure the weight of the board rests on the floor,
specially designed for rooms with non-rigid walls.

OPTIONALLY
Laptop shelf
An additional laptop shelf can easily be fitted onto the system
Ref.no. 7-194412, Measurements: W: 330 x D: 450 x H: 20 mm
Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications.
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For more information, please contact your Legamaster dealer

Fixed height

column system

Fixed height
mobile stand

Wall fixed

mounting component

Legamaster – FLEX PRODUCTS – FIXED HEIGHT
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FLEX PRODUCTS

Height adjustable mounting solutions for
e-Board touch and projection boards
Column – Mobile – Counterweight – Wall

After you have chosen a (touch) board that answers your user needs,
you want to make your configuration complete. Legamaster offers four
varieties of height adjustable mounting solutions that are all sturdy so
there is always a mounting solution for any circumstance that requires
height adjustability.
Does your meeting room have non-rigid walls? With an electrical column
system the weight of the board rests on the floor, giving you the ability to
mount your (e-)Board wherever you want without being reliant on rigid
walls. For situations where both adults and small children use the board
there is the ideal solution of an extra low version of the electrical column
system, reaching heights comfortable for all users. The system ensures
safe and reliable use with its solid design, so you can concentrate on your
presentation without any risks.
If you need to relocate your board from one space to another, the mobile
version of the electrical height adjustable system makes it easy for you to
move your board around. Designed with special cable management and
covers, you have no hassle of loose hanging cables or sockets and you can
easily secure your equipment due to the slot for Kensington type cable
locks.

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications.
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Every user is different and every situation is different, requiring flexibility
so your board can be used in several meeting or classroom settings. With
an electrical height adjustable system you can adjust the height at the
touch of a button. However if you prefer a quick adjustment by hand
you can opt for the manual height adjustable systems. Any preference is
covered.
With a height adjustable column system with counterweights you can
operate your board height silently and easily by hand so your audience
will not be interrupted and your message will come across. Furthermore
the sturdy mounting systems limit the vibrations of what is displayed
keeping everyone’s attention without any distortion. And where optimal
use of space is required, the wall mounted system is perfect for interactive
working in any room size.
The Legamaster FLEX system; easily compose your desired configuration
with a PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch, a mounting solution that meets
your requirements and a suitable projector arm for perfect projection.
There is a solution for any situation.

FLEX PRODUCTS

Height adjustable
mobile stand

Height adjustable
column

Height adjustable
counterweight

Height adjustable
wall mounted

Legamaster – FLEX PRODUCTS – HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
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FLEX PRODUCTS

Fixed height mounting solutions for e-Board
touch and projection boards
Column – Mobile
Students need to feel comfortable in a classroom or lecture room. Because
when they are comfortable, the focus lies on what they need to do there;
learn, study or work.
They need to be in an environment which facilitates and encourages them
to get the best out of the lessons, working sessions and collaboration with
classmates.
Not only do students flourish well in a well-thought out classroom,
teachers, too, will find it easy to use. To ensure this, the right equipment
within the room plays a big part in the well-being of both the students
and the teacher. From suitably sized tables, comfortable chairs to a good
functioning digital schoolboard. These should all be in good condition and
work properly. Down to the last detail.

You can see the attention to these details in the assortment of fixed
height mounting solution for the e-Board touch series. It is reflected in the
two board mounting options. First, a column system which makes sure
the weight of the board rests on the floor, specially designed for rooms
with non-rigid walls. And secondly the mobile stand which makes it easy
to relocate your digital whiteboard.
But the details make the difference. These stable board carriers make sure
that you have a steady interactive working environment. They will limit
the vibrations of what is displayed and keep people‘s attention without
any distortion. The fixed position of the board keeps the focus where you
want it. That goes for the projector and users alike. With these systems
you can keep the focus on what is being projected.

Fixed height
mobile stand

Fixed height

column system

Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications.
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Projector mounts
for e-Board touch and projection boards
To complete your modular set-up of the PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch
FLEX systems choose the Projector mount that suits your short- or
ultra-short throw projector. Even the most sensitive projectors can be
easily tuned because you can fine tune the projector mount with high
precision to suit any situation.

Wall mount FLEX

Tired of loose hanging cables around your set-up? With an opening
large enough to manage the projector‘s cables, no more unwanted
cables will be in sight. And with its distinguished grey metallic colour it
fits the configuration perfectly. It also comes complete with assembly
materials and clear mounting instructions.

Projector mount FLEX

Projector mount FLEX for
Third Party Wall mounts

System 1: Wall mount FLEX

System 3: Projector mount FLEX for Third Party Wall mounts

This system is ideal for use in combination with wall mounted boards
at fixed height.

A number of well-known projector manufacturers have developed wall
mounts for their devices. In order to mount these devices onto Legamaster
FLEX systems, we have developed a specific projector mount for these
Third Party Wall Mounts (TPWM). This system fits on all Legamaster (height
adjustable) stands and column systems.

System 2: Projector mount FLEX
This system is the replacement for the current projector arms that fit to
all height adjustable, stand and column systems of Legamaster.
Please see appendix for reference numbers and product specifications.

Legamaster – FLEX PRODUCTS – PROJECTOR MOUNTS
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ACCESSORIES

Easiteach
Easiteach Next Generation is a complete teaching and learning
application for the whole class that puts you in the driving seat by
allowing you to create and deliver engaging lessons and resources. The
tools within Easiteach are easy to use and remove barriers, allowing
teachers and students to make the most of their classroom hardware
such as Legamaster‘s e-Board and e-Screen series. Built-in widgets and
multimedia assets in a range of topic areas help fuel ideas and bring
your lessons to life. Create and prepare resources well in advance of
lessons to use Easiteach as a high-end narration tool to support classes.

Easiteach allows you to create a motivational and interactive lesson.
Easiteach provides a wide range of cross-curricular teaching tools in both
primary and secondary contexts. You can combine animations, video,
flash files, text or number based activities all within a single document.
Easiteach has been designed specifically for education and whole-class
teaching, and can be used throughout schools across a wide range of
subjects.

Minimum Specifications

Recommended Specifications

Prerequisites:

■	Operating system: Standalone computers
using Windows® XP SP3 (32 Bit), Windows
Vista™ (32 or 64 Bit) or Windows 7
(32 or 64 Bit). Mac OS 10.5.8, 10.6.4 (Intel)
■	
Processor: Windows - 1.8GHz+,
Mac - 2GHz+
■	
RAM: Windows - 512MB, Mac - 1GB
■	
Storage: 500MB (plus 200MB per extra
voice)
■	
Graphics card: 64MB
■	
Screen: 1024x768

■	
Processor: 2.5GHz+
■	
RAM: 1GB
■	Storage: 1GB (plus 200MB per extra voice
installed)
■	
Graphics card: 256MB
■	
Screen: 1024x768 or above

■ Windows®
- Microsoft® .Net Framework 3.5 SP1
-	Microsoft® .Net Framework 4 Client Profile
- Adobe® Flash Player v10 for non-Internet
Explorer® browsers
- Windows® Media Player 11 or above
- OGG Video / Audio Codec
■ MAC
- XiphQT(decoders).component
v 0.1.9
- XiphQT.component v 0.1.9
- ffmpeg2theora v 0.27
- Adobe® Flash Player v 10
- Flip4Mac

REF.NO.
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DVD Easiteach software box

7-192300

DVD Easiteach software box for MAC

7-192700

Single User license for Easiteach software

7-192400

Five User license for Easiteach software

7-192500

Site license for Easiteach software

7-192600

Legamaster – EASITEACH SOFTWARE

ACCESSORIES

eBeam Edge Plus
World’s smallest mobile interactive whiteboard system
Walk into any room, be it an office or a
classroom, and you can transform any
whiteboard into an interactive workspace
with eBeam Edge. Grab the attention of
the audience with dynamic and media/rich
presentations and lessons that you create with
the included eBeam Workspace and Education
Suite Software. Leaving your audience
impressed and make your presentation stand
out.

You can efficiently have instant access to the
eBeam Software tools with a click on the
button on the included eBeam Edge stylus.
Besides instant access, the three button stylus
also has a left and right click button, making
the use of your interactive mobile system
simple so you can be confident to of giving a
presentation in comfort.

eBeam Edge works with standard projectors
and both Windows© and Macintosh©
computers, making it usable in any (office)
surrounding. You can easily and quickly attach
it to a steel surface due to integrated receiver
magnets. And for non-magnetic surfaces you
can use the stainless steel mounting plates
to allow the receiver to be placed exactly in
the same location every time, making it more
convenient for the user because you do not
need to calibrate which, in any event, can
also be done with ease if required using one
button calibration.
■ Comes complete with:
	
- eBeam Edge USB receiver
	
- eBeam Edge Stylus
	
- 2 mounting plates
	
-	CD with eBeam Workspace and Education
Suite software
	
- USB cable (4.5m)
	
- Wrist-cord
■ Only for Wireless version:
	
- USB wireless adapter
	
- USB power adapter

System requirements:
-	CD-ROM drive or Internet
connection (for software
installation)
-	Internet connection (for
participating in shared meetings or
extended clip art gallery)
- One available USB port
- Digital projector attached to
computer

-

-

At least a Intel Pentium
Dual-Core, 2,1GHz
with 2GB RAM
Windows XP or higher
250 MB available hard drive space
Available USB 2.0
Mac OSX 10.6 or higher
Intel Core Duo 1,5GHz
2GB RAM
250MB harddisk space

Please see appendix for reference numbers and
product specifications.
Legamaster – ACCESSORIES – eBeam EDGE
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ACCESSORIES

Need more sound?

Power up with a SP3700 Active Sound System
Designed for rooms up to 120m2 you can easily
blow away the audience with your presentation.
You can control the sound effortlessly with
the remote control or via the control panel
on the system.
Available in two colours, dark grey to suit your
e-Board Touch or black suitable for any e-Screen.
For more information please see page 58.

Feels unnatural
writing with
your finger?
Take the ergonomic stylus
in hand
Accurate and precise, with the stylus in
hand you have an ergonomic grip allowing
great touch precision.
Write all ideas, annotations and notes easily
on your touch screen without the risk of
scratching surfaces. And more importantly;
no more finger stress.

REF.NO.

7-192100

Real ink involved?
Complement with side panels

Combine the use of an e-Screen or e-Board with the ease of a real whiteboard by adding side panels
to your solution. This allows you to easily pick up a marker and start drawing, sketching or writing
during your interactive presentation or lesson.
For more information please see page 44 and 59.
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Visible touchpoints on your
screen?
Sanitize with e-Cleaner

Before or after using your e-Screen you will want to make
sure you have a clean, smooth hygienic multi-touch surface.
Wipe off bacteria and other traces using conveniently dispensed
e-Cleaner tissues. The biodegradable detergent is quick drying and
anti-bacterial, leaving you with a surface that‘s ready to use.
A complementary must have for each e-Screen.
REF.NO.

7-121600

Need complete
accessories at hand?

Accessory kit for e-Board Touch has it all

The included stylus give you the precise touch and a natural writing
feeling. With board markers in 4 colours write down your thoughts
and ideas and easily clean your surface with the Micro Fibre Cloth. For
intensive cleaning use the Board cleaner and the MagicWipe to wipe
away the toughest marks and stains, even permanent ink.

REF.NO.

7-196900

On-Screen keyboard use not your preference?
Mini Wireless keyboard covers it

Sitting at the back of the room you can confidently operate the screen
and computer from your seat with the mini wireless keyboard.

Being a laser pointer, mouse touch pad and keyboard in one, the wireless
purpose reaches distances up to 10 metres, giving you freedom to move
around the room to catch everyone’s attention. And even the mouse pad
is multi-touch like you touch screen.
REF.NO.

US layout

7-192800

DE layout

7-192900

Legamaster – ACCESSORIES
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ABOUT US

Find a digital version of all
Legamaster catalogues on
www.legamaster.com

Legamaster – Masters in Visualisation

Guarantee

The Legamaster label is part of the internationally renowned
edding group, practising and maintaining the philosophy of its parent
company.

All Legamaster products are designed and manufactured to the highest
quality standards.

It is a philosophy which ensures the high quality of all its products on the
international stage, backed by local distribution and customer support.
The success of this approach is clearly visible: the Legamaster name stands
for an even wider selection of products and better service. All under the
same roof.
Take a look at our website www.legamaster.com for current promotions
and product details.

Logistics
We ensure speedy deliveries within Europe.
n We are consistently optimising the flow of goods and raw materials
n Thanks to our modern warehouses complete with high stack
shelving, we can ensure an organised, speedy turnaround:
from the raw material through to the finished product
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Legamaster products give a high performance level when used for
the intended purpose, in accordance with operating instructions and
in conjunction with original accessories or other products from the
Legamaster range. All products are guaranteed during a period of 2 years
from date of purchase in Europe.

Lean
As a way of life, Legamaster introduced the Lean methodology to her
Sales and Operations practices.
In this Lean methodology, the customer is key. Legamaster can ensure
continuous improvement of its value to the customer by aligning
processes and removing non-value adding activities across the entire
organization.
With Legamaster, you experience continuous improvements in ease
of doing business, without compromising on either product quality
or competitive pricing.

ABOUT US

Respect for the environment:
according to DIN ISO 14001

ified
01 c er t ified
0
9
O
IS
01 c er t
ISO 140

Protecting the environment is a corporate goal of the Legamaster organisation. We are committed
to a continuous improvement and advancement of our environmental initiatives.
Through the implementation of an ISO 14001 certified EMS we strive to efficient management of
energy, raw materials and waste by measuring and monitoring our environmental progress as a
continuous process.
Legamaster considers its environmental responsibility as a corporate value and aims to share this
responsibility with employees and suppliers.
We strive to inspire our people and establish a culture where the principles of our environmental
commitment are understood and applied by all employees.
We aim to work with business partners that share our commitment to environmental responsibility
and encourage our partners in this matter.

Product development

Waste management

n Integration environmental aspects in product development process

n M
 anagement of economical and environmentally responsible
waste disposal system

n E nvironmental product performance during the whole lifecycle
(lifespan, recycling)
n E nvironmental friendly product features (use of environmentally
friendly certified ceramic steel, flipchart pads with Paper by Nature
certificate, refillable markers etc.)

n P rocedures defined in waste
management handbook

Logistics

Energy saving policy

n Transport meets the Euro 5 standard

n Energy saving measurements (energy-efficient heaters, optimizing
thermostat settings, movement sensors, light sensors etc.)

n Transport by eco-combi trucks whenever possible
n R
 eduction of forklift operations (driving/lifting) by introduction
product scanning system

n Definition of environmental house rules

n Loading of trucks in a non-heated expedition space

n Use of video-conferencing system (less traveling by car and airplane,
reduced CO2 emissions)

n Responsible printing- and copying policy

Legamaster – ABOUT US
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

”In the interest of the environment –
for the world of tomorrow.“
– strategy of edding AG –
As part of the edding group, Legamaster shares the strategic significance edding attaches to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). We endorse the
edding vision regarding themes as human rights, child labor, discrimination and environment & sustainability. The Legamaster CSR principles are defined
in our Code of Conduct.
The concept of CSR goes beyond the local impact of Legamaster’s business to our extended supply chain. Legamaster recognises its social position by
imposing requirements on business partners and its own organisation when it comes to the supply of Legamaster products and services.
We understand CSR as a continuous process of improvement and adaptation in an ever-changing environment. Our goal is to further develop CSR as a
systematic and continuous process, to ensure meaningful changes in the key CSR areas: People, Planet & Profit.
Legamaster has started its CSR journey and will continue to implement initiatives to put its CSR commitment into action.

People
Guaranteed health and safety at work
Legamaster acts according to the OHSAS 18001 standard. This is the globally
accepted standard with requirements for a health and safety management
system. The health and safety of employees is affected by, among other
things, physical stress, physical conditions, psycho-social working load and
machine safety. With a health and safety management system hazards and
risks are identified and evaluated in order to reduce them.

Non-discrimination policy
We reject any form of discrimination.

Respect human rights

Legamaster respects human rights and expects business partners to share this
vision.

Cooperation with partners that share the Legamaster
values towards CSR

We aim to do business with partners and suppliers that share our vision towards CSR related themes, we intend to bind them into our CSR processes and
have them sign up to common values and sustainable business practices.
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Profit
Taking care of our business and the environment
Economics and efficiency. Balancing economical targets with social &
environmental targets

Consistent application of quality management system
Legamaster is ISO 9001 certified.

Planet
Environmental management system

Responsible printing-and copying policy

Legamaster is ISO 14001 certified

We use 100% recycled paper bearing the Blue Angel
environmental label. A double sided output policy and the
use of digital technology has allowed us to reduce on paper
usage. Digital copies are made instead of physical copies
whenever possible. The replacement of outmoded individual
printers with centralized multifunction units has improved
power consumption. Ink cartridges are recycled.

Environment: key aspect in product
development process
Enamel steel boards are provided with environmentally
friendly certified ceramic steel.
Board frames are of 100% recyclable aluminium. All plastic
board parts are 100% recyclable.
Flipchart paper pads carry the EU Ecolabel certificate.
Magic-Chart is made out of environmentally friendly material
and fully recyclable.
Board- and presentation markers can be recycled, simply by
using the refill ink!

Video-conferencing: in aid of the
environment

Catalogue: naturally printed FSC certified
paper
This Legamaster catalogue is printed on FSC certified paper.
A digital version of the catalogue can be consulted online,
which can be considered a user- and environmentally friendly
device.

Respect environmental regulations

Our video-conferencing system makes numerous journeys
between the Legamaster and edding head quarter
unnecessary. In practice this leads to savings with regard to
fuel consumption (car, airplane), reduced CO2 emissions, less
employee stress, time saving and reduced travel expenses.

WEEE, REACH, RoHs and DMF.

Legamaster – CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
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APPENDIX
75“

MULTITOUCH

ULTRAHD

ULTRAHD

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

55“
ULTRAHD

XTX-7500UHD

XTX-5500UHD

7-802100-75

7-802100-55EU

370 cd/m2

TBD

LCD PANEL
Brightness
Contrast Ratio

2.500 :1

TBD

Viewing angle max.
Response time (ms)

H: 178° / V: 178°
8

TBD

Supported colours

1.07 Billion

Display resolution

3840x2160

Display frame rate (Hz)

60

Aspect ratio

16:9

Panel Thechnology
Pixel Pitch

LCD
0.43 x 0.43

TBD

Input resolution

3840 x 2160px

Input frame rate (Hz)

60

Screen orientation

landscape

SIGNAL COMPATIBILITY / CONNECTIVITY
Communication port

Ethernet (VCOM), RS-232C

Display control
Input connectors

Keypad, RS-232C, IR remote controller
HDMI 2.0 (3x), Display port 1.2, VGA, PC audio-in, IR extender, USB 3.0 (OPS)

Output connectors

HDMI 2.0, Audio-out, SPDIF audio-out

OPS slot

Yes

OSD FUNCTIONS
OSD languages

English, German, French, Dutch, Spanish

OSD key lock function

Yes

ELECTRICAL
Power supply
Power consuption max. (W)

100-240V AC (50/60Hz)
320 Watt

TBD

Stand by power consuption

0,5 Watt

Durability

16/7

Operating temperature

0° - 40°C, 35-85%RH (°C)

Storage temperature

-20° - 60°C, 35-85%RH (°C)

MECHANICAL
Colour

black

Product dimensions (mm)
Weight net (kg)

W: 1854 x H: 999 x D: 106

W: 1437 x H: 753 x D: 104

83

Bezel size

TBD
17.4 mm

Size diagonal

75"

Glass

55“
3mm tempered, Anti-Glare (AG) glass

Speakers

2x20W front facing

Fanless design
Mounting interface
Automatic brightness adjustment

Yes
VESA 600x400

VESA 400x400
Yes

TOUCH PANEL
Touch technology
Touch operation
Touch interface Touch
Number of touch points

InGlass™
2mm passive stylus, finger, 6mm stylus or palm
2 x Touch USB
20

Touch system response rate

150 FPS

Touch accuracy

0.4 mm

OTHER
Driver

Plug and play

Supported operating system

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Mac OSX 10.10, 10.11, 10.12

Package contents

e-Screen Remote control unit, Quick setup guide,Power cable 1,8m, HDMI cable 1,8m,
USB cable 1,8m, 2mm stylus, USB flash drive

Product warranty

5 years
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e-Screen XTX-7500UHD
Signal source input
75“
Connector

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

13

14

15

1

Power

2

Touch USB 1

3

Service USB port

4

DisplayPort

5

HDMI 1

6

HDMI 2

7

HDMI out

8

VGA

9

PC Audio In

10

IR Extender

11

Audio Out

12

SPDIF Out

13

Touch USB 2

14

HDMI 3

15

RS-232C

16

Ethernet

16

e-Screen XTX-5500UHD
Signal source input
55“
Connector

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12

13

14

15

1

Power

2

Touch USB 1

3

Service USB port

4

DisplayPort

5

HDMI 1

6

HDMI 2

7

HDMI out

8

VGA

9

PC Audio In

10

IR Extender

11

Audio Out

12

SPDIF Out

13

Touch USB 2

14

HDMI 3

15

RS-232C

16

Ethernet

16
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APPENDIX
98“

MULTITOUCH

85“
ULTRAHD

ULTRAHD

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

65“
ULTRAHD

ULTRAHD

PTX-9800UHD

PTX-8500UHD

PTX-6500UHD

white

7-194188-01

7-194187-01

7-194186-01

black

7-194188

7-194187

7-194186

500 cd/m2

500 cd/m3

350 cd/m2

3100:1

3000:1

5000:1

LCD PANEL
Brightness
Contrast ratio
Viewing angle max.

H: 178° / V: 178°

Response time (ms)

8

6.5

6.5

Supported colours

1.06 Billion

1.07 Billion

1.07 Billion

Display resolution
Display frame rate (Hz)

3840x2160
120

120

Aspect ratio
Panel technology
Pixel pitch

60

16:9
LCD, direct LED backlight

LCD, direct LED backlight

LCD, edge LED backlight

0.562 x 0.562

0.49 x 0.49

0.25 x 0.74

Input resolution

3840 x 2160 @ 60Hz or less

Input frame rate (Hz)

60

Screen orientation

Landscape and portrait

SIGNAL COMPATIBILITY / CONNECTIVITY
Communication port

RS232C, ethernet (VCOM)

Display control

RS232C, IR remote controller, keypad
Displayport 1.2, 4x HDMI 1.4, VGA, 2x USB 2.0 (OPS),
USB 3.0 (OPS) PC Audio-in, IR extender

Input connectors
Output connectors

Audio-out, SPDIF audio-out

OPS slot

Yes

OSD FUNCTIONS
English, Dutch, French, German, Chinese, Turkisch, Spanish, Russian,
Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Czech, Italian

OSD languages
OSD key lock function

Yes

Video wall mode (4 x 1080p sources)

Yes

Picture in Picture Mode (PIP)

Up to 4 sources displayed simultaneously

ELECTRICAL
Power supply
Power consuption max. (W)

100 - 240V AC (50/60 Hz)
≤610 W

Stand by power consuption

≤575 W

≤280 W

<1,5 W

Durability

24/7

Operating temperature

0° - 40°C, 35-85%RH

Storage temperature

5° - 40°C, 20-85%RH

5° - 40°C, 20-85%RH

-20° - 60°C, 35-85%RH

MECHANICAL
Colour

black and white

Product dimensions (mm)
Weight net (kg)
Bezel size
Size diagonal
Glass

W: 2219 x H: 1274 x D: 115.5

W: 1926 x H: 1108 x D: 119

143

106.5

W: 1484 x H: 852 x D: 79
60

24.2 mm

22 mm

20 mm

98"

85"

65"

3 mm Anti Glare glass with
Anti Fingerprint coating

1.9 mm etched Anti Glare (AG)
glass with Anti Reflective film

1.9 mm etched Anti Glare (AG)
glass with Anti Reflective film

Speakers

2 x 10W @ 4Ω HQ

Fanless design
Mounting interface

Yes
VESA 800 x 400

Automatic brightness adjustment

VESA 500 x 400

VESA 400 x 400

Yes

TOUCH PANEL
Touch technology

High-resolution Infrared Touch Technology

Touch operation

finger, glove, stylus

Touch interface
Number of touch points
Touch resolution

Touch USB
12

6
32767x32767

OTHER
Driver

Win: plug and play (optional driver) / Mac: driver

Supported operating system

Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10, Mac OSX and Linux

Package contents

e-Screen, Remote control unit, Quick Setup Guide, Power cable, HDMI cable, USB cable, IR extender,
ergonomic stylus, USB flash drive

Product warranty

5 years
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e-Screen PTX-9800UHD
Signal source input
98“
Connector

12

11

2

13

3

4

5

1

6

7

8

1

DisplayPort 1

8

2

HDMI 1

9

IR extender
Audio Out

3

HDMI 2

10

S/PDIF Out

4

HDMI 3

11

RS-232C

5

HDMI 4

12

Ethernet

6

VGA

13

Touch USB

7

PC audio In

9 10

1925,60
1879,20

119,50
71

86,85

e-Screen PTX-8500UHD
500,00

222,80

223,00

293,80

118,35

1064,50
1108,20

903,00

400,00
600,00

4-M8

ON

USB 3.0

RS232C

Ethernet

OPS

DisplayPort

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

HDMI 1.4

9

PC
Audio
In

IR
Extender

Line
Out

S/PDIF
Out

Touch
USB

10

11

12

13

14

15

OFF

16

17

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

18

19

USB 3.0 (for OPS)

11

PC Audio In

2

RS232

12

IR Extender

3

Ethernet

13

Line Out

4

OPS slot

14

S/PDIF out (digital
audio out)

5

DisplayPort 1.2

15

Touch USB

6

HDMI 1.4

16

AC switch

7

HDMI 1.4

17

AC in

8

HDMI 1.4

18

USB 2.0 (for OPS)

9

HDMI 1.4

19

USB 2.0 (for OPS)

10

Signal source input
65“ Connector

20

99.7
79
50.6

1420

369.3

812
852

400

400

RS232C

Ethernet

OPS

DisplayPort

1

2

3

4

5

HDMI 1.4 HDMI 1.4 HDMI 1.4

6

7

8

HDMI 1.4

9

VGA

PC
Audio
In

IR
Extender

Line
Out

S/PDIF
Out

Touch
USB

10

11

12

13

14

15

1

USB 3.0 (for OPS)

11

PC Audio In

2

RS232

12

IR Extender

3

Ethernet

13

Line Out

4

OPS slot

14

S/PDIF out (digital
audio out)

5

DisplayPort 1.2

15

Touch USB

6

HDMI 1.4

16

AC switch

7

HDMI 1.4

17

AC in

8

HDMI 1.4

18

USB 2.0 (for OPS)

9

HDMI 1.4

19

USB 2.0 (for OPS)

10

ON

USB 3.0

VGA

e-Screen PTX-6500UHD

1484
1444

20

VGA

1

600.9

79

592.2

HDMI 1.4 HDMI 1.4 HDMI 1.4

Signal source input
85“ Connector

OFF

16

17

USB 2.0

USB 2.0

18

19

VGA
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84“

75“

65“

ULTRAHD
MULTITOUCH

ULTRAHD

ULTRAHD

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

STX-8400UHD

STX-7500UHD

STX-6500

7-801100-84

7-801100-75

7-801100-65

350 cd/m2

370 cd/m2

350 cd/m2

1600:1

2500:1

LCD PANEL
Brightness
Contrast ratio

4000:1

Viewing angle max.

H: 178° / V: 178°

Response time (ms)

8

8

8

Supported colours

1.06 Billion

1.07 Billion

1.07 Billion

Display resolution

3840x2160

3840x2160

1920x1080

120

60

Display frame rate (Hz)

60

Aspect ratio
Panel technology

16:9
LCD, edge LED backlight

LCD, edge LED backlight

LCD, direct LED backlight

Pixel pitch

0.48x0.48

0.43 x 0.43

0.744x0.744

Input resolution

3840x2160

3840x2160

1920x1080

Input frame rate (Hz)
Screen orientation

60
Landscape

Landscape

Landscape

SIGNAL COMPATIBILITY / CONNECTIVITY
Communication port

RS232C, ethernet (VCOM)

Display control
Input connectors

RS232C, IR remote controller, keypad
Displayport 1.2, 4x HDMI 1.4, VGA,
PC Audio-in, IR extender

Displayport, HDMI, VGA, DVI-D, PC Audio-in, IR
extender

Output connectors

Displayport, HDMI, VGA, DVI-D,
PC Audio-in, IR extender
Audio-out

OPS slot

No

OSD FUNCTIONS
English, Dutch, French, German, Chinese, Turkisch, Spanish, Russian,
Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Czech, Italian

OSD languages
OSD key lock function

Yes

ELECTRICAL
Power supply
Power consuption max. (W)

100-240V AC (50/60Hz)
≤540 W

≤310 W

≤225 W

Stand by power consuption

≤0,5 W

Durability

16/7

Operating temperature

5° - 35°C, 35-85%RH

Storage temperature

-20° - 60°C, 35-85%RH

MECHANICAL
Colour

black

Product dimensions (mm)
Weight net (kg)
Bezel size
Size diagonal
Glass

W: 1919 x H: 1108 x D: 103

W: 1701 x H: 982 x D: 101

113

79

W: 1483 x H: 851 x D: 90
52.8

24.55 mm

23 mm

16.1 mm

84"

75“

65"

3 mm tempered, Anti Glare (AG)

3 mm tempered, Anti-Glare (AG)

4 mm tempered, Anti Glare (AG)

Speakers

2x10W@4Ω

Fanless design
Mounting interface
Mounting interface accessories
Automatic brightness adjustment

Yes
VESA 600x400

VESA 600x400

VESA 400x400
VESA 100 x 100
Yes

TOUCH PANEL
Touch technology

High-resolution Infrared Touch Technology

Touch operation

finger, glove, stylus

Touch interface

2 x Touch USB

Number of touch points
Touch resolution

10
32767x32767

OTHER
Supported operating system

Windows XP/Vista/7/8//8.1/10, Mac OSX and Linux

Package contents

e-Screen, Remote control unit, Quick Setup Guide, Power cable,
HDMI cable, USB cable, IR extender,
ergonomic stylus, USB flash drive

Product warranty

5 years
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58“

STX-5810
7-801110-58
333 cd/m2
5000:1
9.5
16.7 M
1920x1080
60
LCD, edge LED backlight
0.67 x 0.67
1920x1080
Landscape

Displayport, HDMI, VGA, DVI-D,
PC Audio-in, IR extender

≤125 W

W: 1322 x H: 769 x D: 84
44.8
20.6 mm
58“
4 mm tempered, Anti Glare (AG)

VESA 400x400

Legamaster – APPENDIX
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e-Screen STX-8400UHD
Signal source input
84“
Connector

12

IR Extender

13

Audio Out

14

SPDIF

15

Power

20

20

1

2

1

2

3

5

4

6

51

189.90

189.90

379.80

8

9

189.90

100
406

379.80

11 12 13 14

10

189.90

90

379.80

379.80

200

15

e-Screen STX-7500UHD
Signal source input
75“
Connector

Power

e-Screen STX-6500

3

RS-232

4

Ethernet

5

DisplayPort

6

HDMI

7

DVI

8

VGA

9

Audio Out

10

IR Extender

11

PC audio In

12

Power

3

2
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15

357

5

4

6

8

7

1483
1449

17

9

11 12 13 14

10

(111.6)
60.2

15

400
100

70 75

325
75 70

20

20

100

30

30

70 75

100.3

100
406

24

550

1

40

11 12 13 14

10

20

Touch USB 1

9

200.8

2

8

7

393.2

Touch USB 2

6

(1300)
441.2

1

550

30

1

5

4

819
851.2

Signal source input
65“
Connector

3

20

SPDIF

15

100

Audio Out

14

2

3

4

24

5

6

7

8

24

IR Extender

13

200.8

PC Audio In

12

100

VGA

11

9 10 11

12

20

DisplayPort

10

143

HDMI 4

9

400

HDMI 3

8

13

HDMI 2

7

20

HDMI 1

6

20

Touch USB 2

5

100

Touch USB 1

4

24

Ethernet

3

16.1

RS-232C

2

30

1

100
24
515.83

20
90
192.25

52

7

945.80

50
100

55

1919.20

75 70

55

183.30

PC Audio In

192.25

265.10

11

30

20

VGA

100

DisplayPort

400

9
10

30

100

HDMI 4

20

100

20

53.30

8

20

HDMI 3

190.45

50

HDMI 2

7

100

6

55

600

24

HDMI 1

90
50

20

5

100

80

515.83

Touch USB 2

265.10

Touch USB 1

4

90

1640

183.30

3

55

22.90

838.10

Ethernet

1108.40

RS-232C

2

24.55

1

1482.80
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84

21.7

400

43.3

Signal source input
58“
Connector

200
400
200

400 400

20.6 20.6

43.3

18.9 18.9

769.3769.3
729.8729.8

1321.8
1278.5
1321.8
1278.5

e-Screen STX-5810

84

21.7
21.7

21.7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

12

1

Touch USB 2

2

Touch USB 1

3

RS-232

4

Ethernet

5

DisplayPort

6

HDMI

7

DVI

8

VGA

9

Audio Out

10

IR Extender

11

PC audio In

12

Power
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86“

MULTITOUCH

ULTRAHD

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

75“

65“
ULTRAHD

ULTRAHD

ETX-8600UHD

ETX-7500UHD

ETX-6500

7-803100-86

7-803100-75

7-803100-65

350 cd/m2

370 cd/m2

350 cd/m2

1200:1

5000:1

4000:1

LCD PANEL
Brightness
Contrast ratio
Viewing angle max.

H: 178° / V: 178°

Response time (ms)

8

6

8

Supported colours

1.06 Billion

1.07 Billion

1.07 Billion

Display resolution

3840x2160

3840x2160

1920x1080

120

120

60

Display frame rate (Hz)
Aspect ratio

16:9

Panel technology

LCD, edge LED

LCD, edge LED

LCD, edge LED

Input resolution

3840x2160

3840x2160

1920x1080

Input frame rate (Hz)

60

Screen orientation

Landscape

SIGNAL COMPATIBILITY / CONNECTIVITY
Communication port

RS-232C

Display control
Input connectors

RS-232C, IR remote, keypad, touch OSD
Displayport 1.2 (max. 3840x2160@30Hz), 2x HDMI 2.0, 3x VGA, 3x VGA audio in, Composite video, Composite audio in

Output connectors

VGA, SPDIF, line audio

Slide-in PC slot

Yes

OSD FUNCTIONS
OSD languages

English

OSD key lock function

Yes

ELECTRICAL
Power supply
Power consuption max. (W)

AC100-240V
550 W

Stand by power consuption

500 W

260 W

≤0.5 W

Durability

16/7

Lifespan

30.000h (typical)

Operating temperature

5° - 35°, 20-80% RH

Storage temperature

-15° - 45°, 10-80% RH

Source auto detect

Yes

Auto standby

Yes

MECHANICAL
Colour

black

Product dimensions (mm)
Weight net (kg)
Bezel size
Size diagonal

W: 2006 x H: 1178 x D: 125

W: 1749 x H: 1029 x D: 121

109

82.5

54

38 mm

38 mm

38 mm

75“

65"

86"

Glass

Anti-Glare (AG) glass

Speakers

2x18W + 1x15W

Fanless design
Mounting interface
Mounting interface accessories
Automatic brightness adjustment

Yes
VESA 600x400

VESA 600x400
VESA 100 x 100
Yes

TOUCH PANEL
Touch technology

IR, 32 touch

Touch operation

Finger, glove, stylus

Touch interface

2x USB

Number of touch points
Touch resolution
Touch system response time
TUIO

32
32768x32768 (with driver) : 7680x4320 (without driver)
≤10 ms (typ)
Yes

OTHER
Supported operating system
Build-in controller
WiFi

Windows / Mac / Android
Android
Yes

Product warranty
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ETX-8600UHD
Signal source input
86“
Connector

703.5

2007

2007

703.5

124.7
41

124.7
41

420.5
420.5

600

600

1179 1179

400
400

66

8

8

9

9

10

10

11 12 13

11 12 13

7

7

2

2

7

3

7

5

3

4

5

3

4

2

3

2

1

1

VGA OUT

2

PC IN 1/2/3

3

USB 2.0/3.0

4

HDMI 1/2 IN

5

DisplayPort IN

6

Wifi antenna

7

TOUCH 1/2 OUT

8

RS232

9

WAN IN

10

LAN OUT

11

AV IN

12

S/PDIF digital audio OUT

13

Headphones

1

ETX-7500UHD
1749

574.5

41120
120

1749

Signal source input
75“
Connector

574.5

41

324.5
324.5

10291029

400
400

600
600

6

6

8

8

9

9

10

10

11 12 13

11 12 13

7

2

7

7

2

7

3

5

3

5

4

3

4

1

2

41 41

563.5
563.5

400
400

6

6

8

9

10

10

11 12 13

11 12 13

7

7

2

2

7

7

3

3

5

5

USB 2.0/3.0

4

HDMI 1/2 IN

5

DisplayPort IN

6

Wifi antenna

7

TOUCH 1/2 OUT

8

RS232

9

WAN IN

10

LAN OUT

11

AV IN

12

S/PDIF digital audio OUT

13

Headphones

Signal source input
65“
Connector

400
400

903 903

9

PC IN 1/2/3

3

1

257.5
257.5

8

VGA OUT

2

ETX-6500

113.7
113.7

1527 1527

2

3

1

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

VGA OUT

2

PC IN 1/2/3

3

USB 2.0/3.0

4

HDMI 1/2 IN

5

DisplayPort IN

6

Wifi antenna

7

TOUCH 1/2 OUT

8

RS232

9

WAN IN

10

LAN OUT

11

AV IN

12

S/PDIF digital audio OUT

13

Headphones

1

1
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87“

77“

YEARS

MULTITOUCH

SUPERIOR
QUALITY

GUARANTEE

MAGNETIC

SPECIFICATIONS

USB

e-BOARD TOUCH 77"
4 POINT TOUCH

e-BOARD TOUCH 77“
10 POINT TOUCH

e-BOARD TOUCH 87“
4 POINT TOUCH

7-196111

7-196011

7-196112

REF.NO.
DIMENSIONS

4:3

4:3

16:10

Projection Diagonal

Size

1940 mm

1940 mm

2193 mm

Internal board size

H: 1165 x W: 1550 mm

H: 1165 x W: 1550 mm

H: 1165 x W: 1859 mm

External board size

H: 1294 x W: 1632 mm

H: 1294 x W: 1632 mm

H: 1294 x W: 1940 mm

Two-camera active optical touch

Four-camera active optical touch

Two-camera active optical touch

MECHANICAL
Touch system

Finger, stylus or any other pen/
finger shaped object

Touch operation
Number of touches

up to 4

up to 10

up to 4

Touch accuracy

Approx. 4 mm

Touch resolution

32767 x 32767

Touch response time

7-13 ms (9 ms typical)

Response rate

125 frames/sec

PC interface

USB 2.0
Windows 2000, XP, Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 10 - plug-and-play,
Mac OSX - plug-and-play,
Android - driver required,
Linux - plug and play

Operating systems

Power supply

100-240V AC - 5V DC power adapter

Projection surface

Hybrid enamel steel (dry wipeable)

Writeable surface

Yes, with Legamaster boardmarkers

Ergonomics

Legamaster e-Board FLEX system compatible

Warranty

Touch system: 2 years / Board surface: 25 years

SIDE PANEL SET FOR PROFESSIONAL E-BOARD TOUCH
REF.NO.

WHITEBOARD SURFACE

GREEN BOARD SURFACE

GRID BOARD SURFACE

Side panel set for PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch 77“

7-196313

7-196323

7-196333

Side panel set for PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch 87“

7-196314

7-196324

7-196334

Side panel set for PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch 77“ Frame mounted

7-196313-1

-

-

Side panel set for PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch 87“ Frame mounted

7-196314-1

-

-

Side panel set for PROFESSIONAL e-Board Touch 93“ Frame mounted

7-196315-1

-

-

e-Board Touch

Size

Projection Diagonal

Internal board size

External board size

Height x Width

Height x Width

e-Board Touch 77“

4:3

1940 mm

1165 x 1550 mm

1294 x 1632 mm

e-Board Touch 87“

16:10

2193 mm

1165 x 1859 mm

1294 x 1940 mm

e-Board Touch 93“

16:9

2370 mm

1165 x 2064 mm

1294 x 2145 mm
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93“
e-BOARD TOUCH 87“
10 POINT TOUCH

e-BOARD TOUCH 93“
10 POINT TOUCH

7-196012

7-196013

16:10

16:9

2193 mm

2370 mm

H: 1165 x W: 1859 mm

H: 1165 x W: 2064 mm

H: 1294 x W: 1940 mm

H: 1294 x W: 2145 mm

Four-camera active optical touch

Four-camera active optical touch

up to 10

up to 10
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ELECTRIC

LESS POWER
USAGE

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
FREESTANDING COLUMN SYSTEM

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - XL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - SMALL-VERSION

Standard

7-194272

Standard

7-194262

Standard

7-194261

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194272-01

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194264

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194263

DIMENSIONS
Stand dimensions min. height

W: 1206 x H: 1417 x D: 691 mm

W: 674 x H: 1409 x D: 263 mm

W: 674 x H: 1148 x D: 263 mm

Stand dimensions max. height

W: 1206 x H: 2017 x D: 691 mm

W: 674 x H: 2009 x D: 263 mm

W: 674 x H: 1648 x D: 263 mm

Screen height
(centre VESA mount) min.

1156 mm

1148 mm

887 mm

Screen height
(centre VESA mount) max.

1387 mm

1756 mm

1748 mm

Weight

30.4 kg

30.4 kg

26 kg

Height-adjustable range

600 mm

600 mm

500 mm

POWER
Mains voltage

230V AC / 50Hz

230V AC / 50Hz

Power consumption stand-by

0.1 W

0.1 W

Maximum power consumption

300 W

300 W

Maximum load, lifting column

150 kg

150 kg

Maximum screen weight

135 kg

135 kg

MISCELLANEOUS

Maximum screen size

86”

86”

2 years for electronic parts,
3 years for other parts

2 years for electronic parts,
3 years for other parts

3.2 m and 0.3 m

3.2 m and 0.3 m

SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
FREESTANDING COLUMN SYSTEM

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - XL-VERSION

REF.NO.

For PTX-9800UHD

Warranty
INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Power cable

7-194272-02

For PTX-9800UHD

7-194262-02

DIMENSIONS
Stand dimensions min. height

W: 1206 x H: 1381 x D: 691 mm

W: 830 x H: 1381 x D: 302.5 mm

Stand dimensions max. height

W: 1206 x H: 1981 x D: 691 mm

W: 830 x H: 1981 x D: 302.5 mm

Screen height
(centre VESA mount) min.

1156 mm

1156 mm

Screen height
(centre VESA mount) max.

1756 mm

1756 mm

95 kg

69.5 kg

Weight
Height-adjustable range

600 mm

POWER
Mains voltage

230V AC / 50Hz

Power consumption stand-by

0.1 W

Maximum power consumption

300 W

MISCELLANEOUS
Maximum load, lifting column

160 kg

Maximum screen weight

143 kg

Maximum screen size

98"
2 years for electronic parts,
3 years for other parts

Warranty
INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
Power cable
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ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - XL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - SMALL-VERSION

Standard

7-194252

Standard

7-194251

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194252-01

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194251-01

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
WALL MOUNTED
EASYSPRING BB400

7-1910XX

EASYSPRING BB650

7-1911XX

W: 1065 x H: 1594 x D: 798 mm

W: 1065 x H: 1333 x D: 798 mm

W: 558 x H: 600 x D: 74 mm

W: 924.5 x H: 1058,5 x D: 160.5 mm

W: 1065 x H: 2194 x D: 798 mm

W: 1065 x H: 1833 x D: 798 mm

**

**

1333 mm

1072 mm

**

**

1933 mm

1572 mm

**

**

44.8 kg

40.4 kg

22 kg

**

600 mm

500 mm

400 mm

650 mm

230V AC / 50Hz

NA

NA

0.1 W

NA

NA

300 W

NA

NA

150 kg

**

**

135 kg

**

**

86”

**

**

2 years for electronic parts,
3 years for other parts

2 years

2 years

NA

NA

3.2 m and 0.3 m

** Set depends on configuration weight. See FLEX system matrix for more information

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - XL-VERSION
For PTX-9800UHD

7-194252-02
W: 1065 x H: 1563 x D: 798 mm
W: 1065 x H: 2163 x D: 798 mm
1335 mm
1935 mm
73.6 kg
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ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
FREESTANDING COLUMN SYSTEM

691

263

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - XL-VERSION

100

400

100 100

200

100 100

100

300

4x M6

1148

909

917

1156

300

300

500

500

100

100

300

691

31
1.2"

1206

150
5.9"

Front

50
.6"

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE WALL MOUNTING COMPONENT
Front
4x M6

Front

150
5.9"

50
2"

153
6"

47
1.85"

M8

50
2"

47
1.85"

M8

31
1.2"

8,5
.7"

890
35"

193

100

924,5
36.4"

648

887

300

500

100

300

193
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650
25.6"
150
5.9"

M8

60,5
2.4"

50
2"

57
2.25"

160,5
6.3"

263
400

153
6"

100

M6 (7x)

140
5.5"
160,5
6.3"

450
17.7"

200
7.9"

50
2"

1058,5
41.7"

450
17.7"

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - SMALL-VERSION

890
35"

Front

APPENDIX

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE MOBILE STAND
- SMALL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE MOBILE STAND
655
- XL-VERSION

200

100 100

100 100

200

798

100 100

798

655

100 100

1065
300
100

1065

833

1094

1072

1333

300

500

100

300

500

300

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
FREESTANDING COLUMN SYSTEM

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - XL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - XL-VERSION

655

798

302,5

691

660

830

1065

1206

800

800

800

460
400

460

400

400

655

925

921

830

1065

1206

800

460

460

590

460

400

400

400

800

800

1335

1156

1155

302,5

691

798

660

925

921

1103

1335

1156

1155

1065

590
1065
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS

FIXED HEIGHT COLUMN SYSTEM

REF.NO.

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (mm)

FIXED HEIGHT MOBILE STAND

Standard

7-194241

For PTX-5800UHD

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194248

For STX-5800 - 8400 & PTX6500UHD

7-194211

-

-

For PTX-8500UHD

7-194218

STANDARD

FOR PTX-8500UHD

W: 888 x H: 1800 x D: 133

Screen height
(centre vesa mount) (mm)

1498

Weight (Kg)

22.3

7-194217

FOR PTX 5800UHD

FOR STX5800-8400 & PTX6500UHD

FOR PTX-8500UHD

W: 976 x H: 1793 x D: 798

W: 1396 x H: 1793 x D: 798

W: 1396 x H: 1793 x D: 798

1498
35.5

28.5

MISCELLANEOUS
Maximum screen weight (Kg)

-

Maximum screen size
Mounting interface

55

84"
VESA 600x400, 400x400,
200x400

Product warranty

100

85"

58"

84"

85"

VESA 500x400

VESA 200x400

VESA 600x400, 400x400

VESA 500x400

3 years

3 years

FOR 98“

SPECIFICATIONS

WALL FIXED MOUNTING COMPONENT

REF.NO.

For e-Screen 50-65“

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (mm)

7-192200

For e-Screen 84-85“

7-192201

For PTX-9800UHD

7-192203

FOR 50“-65“

FOR 84“-85“

FOR 98“

W: 875 x H: 419 x D: 50

W: 1230 x H: 419 x D: 57

W: 1190 x H: 630 mm x D: 38

6.6

8.9

Screen height
(centre vesa mount) (mm)
Weight (Kg)

12.05

MISCELLANEOUS
Maximum screen weight (Kg)
Maximum screen size
Mounting interface
Product warranty

50
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90.7

113.4
-

160
98“

VESA 800x400 max.
10 years

APPENDIX

FIXED HEIGHT COLUMN SYSTEM

1793

1498

1600

798

FIXED HEIGHT MOBILE STAND

976

WALL FIXED MOUNTING COMPONENT
882.7
863.6

50.6
406.3

19.1

25.4
36.9

52.5

200.0

177.8

419.1
152.4

12.5 TYP.

9.5

8.7

355.6

31.8

400.0

381.0

177.8

455.8

TYP.
37.5
43.8

8.7

1085.9
1066.8

57.2

800.0

95.3

12.5 TYP.

609.6

37.4

120.7

300.0

203.2

152.4

406.4
46.2

431.8

600.0

177.8
TYP.
37.5

666.8
8.6

76.2

8.7
46.6
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - SMALL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - XL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - SMALL-VERSION

REF.NO.

For e-Board Touch 77“

7-195281-01

For e-Board Touch 77“

7-195281-02

For e-Board Touch 77“

7-195291-01

For e-Board Touch 87"

7-195282-01

For e-Board Touch 87"

7-195282-02

For e-Board Touch 87“
and 93“

7-195292-01
7-195293-01
7-195294-01

7-195285-01

For e-Board Touch 93"

7-195285-02

For Projection Board
FLEX 77“/88“

For Projection Board
FLEX 77“/88“

7-195283-01

For Projection Board
FLEX 77“/88“

7-195283-02

For Projection Board FLEX
interactive projector 87"

For Projection Board FLEX
interactive projector 87"

7-195284-01

For Projection Board FLEX
interactive projector 87"

7-195284-02

For e-Board Touch 93"

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (mm)

-

-

-

Dimensions at minimal height*

W: 1852 x H: 1575 x D: 468

W: 1852 x H: 1575 x D: 468

W: 1852 x H: 1756 x D: 798

Dimensions at maximum height*

W: 1852 x H: 2075 x D: 468

W: 1852 x H: 2436 x D: 468

W: 1852 x H: 2256 x D: 798

500

600

Height adjustable range (mm)
Marker tray length

500

1000.00

1000.00

120 V AC / 60 Hz or 230 V AC /50 Hz

120 V AC / 60 Hz or 230 V AC /50 Hz

POWER
Mains voltage
Power consumption stand-by

0.1 W

0.1 W

Maximum power consuption

300 W

300 W

Maximum load (kg)

150.00

150.00

Maximum board size

93"

93"

2 years for electronic parts, 3 years for other parts

2 years for electronic parts, 3 years
for other parts

MISCELLANEOUS

Warranty
*dimensions of 87“ e-Board Touch height adjustable systems

SPECIFICATIONS

FIXED HEIGHT COLUMN SYSTEM

FIXED HEIGHT MOBILE STAND

All sizes

7-195271

7-195221

e-Board Touch 87“
with side panels

7-195272

7-195222

REF.NO.

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Marker tray length (mm)

ALL SIZES

87“ WITH SIDE PANELS

W: 1289 x H: 2600 x D: 277

W: 1390 x H: 2600 x D: 277

ALL SIZES

87“ WITH SIDE PANELS

W: 1847 x H: 1793 x D: 798

44

46.2

42.1

43.2

1000.00

1390,00

1000.00

1390.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Maximum board size
Warranty

52
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112“

112“

3 years

3 years

APPENDIX

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - XL-VERSION

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE COLUMN
SYSTEM COUNTERWEIGHT

For e-Board Touch 77“

7-195291-02

260 cm

7-195250-260

For e-Board Touch 87“
and 93“

7-195292-02

290 cm

7-195250-290

For Projection Board
FLEX 77“/88“

7-195293-02

For Projection Board FLEX
interactive projector 87"

7-195294-02

W: 1955 x H: 2600 x
D: 250

W: 1955 x H: 2900 x
D: 250

-

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE COMPONENT
WALL MOUNTED
All sizes

7-195212-xx **

W: 1000 x H: 1300 x D: 186

W: 1852 x H: 1585 x D: 798

-

W: 1852 x H: 2185 x D: 798

-

-

600

variable

600

1000.00

1390.00

1000.00

120 V AC / 60 Hz or 230 V AC /50 Hz

-

0.1 W

-

300 W

-

150.00

-

93"

-

-

2 years for electronic parts, 3 years
for other parts

3 years

3 years

550.00

** Set depends on configuration weight. See FLEX system matrix for more information
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APPENDIX

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - SMALL-VERSION

468

468

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COLUMN SYSTEM - XL-VERSION

1000
1852

1000

280

541

642

903

1836

1516

1255

1575

500

500

1852

250

590

250

590

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - NORMAL-VERSION

ELECTRICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
MOBILE STAND - XL-VERSION
655

798

798

655

1065
1852
1065

290

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE COLUMN SYSTEM COUNTERWEIGHT
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833

1000

461

1000

54

1756

1436
1094

1585

1265

500

500

1852

APPENDIX

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE COMPONENT WALL MOUNTED

FIXED HEIGHT MOBILE STAND

FIXED HEIGHT COLUMNS SYSTEM

143

1000
1150

1000

2600

2600

143

277
277

1150
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS

PROFESSIONAL PROJECTION BOARD FLEX

REF.NO.

PROFESSIONAL Projection board FLEX 77“

7-190012

PROFESSIONAL Projection board FLEX 99“

7-190013

PROFESSIONAL Projection board FLEX 88“
DIMENSIONS

7-190014

77“

99“

88“

77“ / 4:3

99“ / 4:3

88“ / 16:10

External dimensions

1220 x 1680 mm

1550 x 2120 mm

1220 x 2000 mm

Internal dimensions

1180 x 1640 mm

1510 x 2080 mm

1180 x 1960 mm

Projection format

B

D
A

YEARS

GUARANTEE

C

SPECIFICATIONS

Projection
format

External dimensions Internal dimensions
(AxB)
(CxD)

77“

77“ / 4:3

1220 x 1680 mm

1180 x 1640 mm

99“

99“ / 4:3

1550 x 2120 mm

1510 x 2080 mm

88“

88“ / 16:10

1220 x 2000 mm

1180 x 1960 mm

PROJECTION BOARD FLEX FOR INTERACTIVE PROJECTORS

REF.NO.

Projection Board FLEX for interactive projectors 87”

Projection format

7-190034

87” / 16:10

External dimensions

1429 x 2127 mm

Internal dimensions

1389 x 2087 mm

2127

200

22

1210

1429

2087
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LIGHTWEIGHT

Dimensions

DIMENSIONS

56

SUPERIOR
QUALITY

APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

PROJECTOR ARMS (e-BOARDS ONLY)
Projector wall mount FLEX 470

7-195412

Projector wall mount FLEX 590

7-195413

Projector wall mount FLEX 710

7-195414

Projector wall mount FLEX 1200

7-195417

Projector wall mount FLEX 1460

7-195418

Projector mount FLEX 320-1200

7-195431-7

Projector mount FLEX 320-1460

7-195431-8

Projector mount FLEX 470-470

7-195432-2

Projector mount FLEX 470-590

7-195432-3

Projector mount FLEX 470-710

7-195432-4

Projector mount FLEX 470-770

7-195432-5

Projector mount FLEX 470-1460

7-195432-8

Projector mount FLEX 590-710

7-195433-4

Projector mount FLEX 590-770

7-195433-5

Projector mount FLEX 590-1010

7-195433-6

Projector mount FLEX 590-1460

7-195433-8

Projector mount FLEX for
Third Party Wall mounts 470

7-195422

Projector mount FLEX for
Third Party Wall mounts 590

7-195423

Projector mount FLEX for
Third Party Wall mounts 710

7-195424

Projector mount FLEX for
Third Party Wall mounts 770

7-195425

Please refer to the FLEX system matrix to find the correct projector configuration for your setup

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

User benefit
Operating systems
Software version
Software languages for Windows
Software user licenses
NetMeeting compatible
Mouse mode
eBeam mouse stylus

eBeam EDGE
eBeam Edge Plus USB

7-164540

eBeam Edge Plus Wireless

7-164550

eBeam Edge stylus

7-164200

eBeam Projection stylus

7-166000
Smallest mobile interactive whiteboard system in the world
Windows XP SP3/ Vista SP2/7 SP1 | Mac OSX 10.5.8 - 10.7 | Linux Ubuntu 10.04
2.4 for Windows | 2.3 for Mac | 0.8.0 (Beta) for Linux

English, Arabic, Chinese (Simplified and Traditional), Czech, Danish, Dutch (Netherlands), French, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese (Brazil), Russian, Spanish (Latin American), Swedish, Thai, Turkish,
and Vietnamese.
Unlimited
Yes
Yes
eBeam Edge stylus with built-in mouse functions

Battery type

Rechargable battery (7-164540, 7-164550) / 1 AAA battery (7-164200, 7-166000)

Battery life

15 hours of continuous use (7-164540, 7-164550) / 50 hours of writing time (7-164200, 7-166000)

Low battery monitor
Power supply
Cable to computer
Max. active board area

Yes
Yes, via USB
4.5 meter
4.9 m x 1.5 m

Min. active board area

43 cm x 28 cm

Supported file formats

JPEG, TIFF, HTML, PDF, Vector PDF, EPS, BMP, WBD, swf

Calibration

9 point calibration

Computer connection

USB 2.0 and USB 3.0

Meeting notes import

Yes

Internet meeting server
Internet protocol
Max. users for LAN/internet
Hardware guarantee

Yes
default via port 80- can be customized
10/25 (more if used by Netmeeting)
3 years warranty
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS
REF.NO.

SP3700 ACTIVE SOUND SYSTEM
Soundbar SP 3700 grey for e-Board Touch

7-198111

Soundbar mounting bracket e-Board FLEX

7-198210

Soundbar mounting bracket for Column
System Height Adjustable and Electrical Height Adjustable systems

7-198220

Soundbar SP 3700 black for e-Screen

7-198112

Soundbar mounting bracket e-Screen M

7-198320

Soundbar mounting bracket e-Screen L

7-198330

Easyfix Soundbar mounting bracket

7-198340

Dimensions (W x H x D)

942 x 95 x 59 mm

Power

2 x 15 W + 30 W

Contrast ratio

Line-in 3,5 mm jack

Connectors

Aux-in stereo RCA

SPL 1W/1m

82 dB

Frequency response

45 Hz - 20 kHz

Mains voltage

100-230V AC

Power consumption

60 W max
PTX-UHD series

65“
7-198320 Soundbar mounting bracker e-Screen M
7-198330 Soundbar mounting bracker e-Screen L

85“

STX series

98“

58“

65“

75“

ETX series

84“

x

65“

x

7-198340 EasyFix soundbar mounting bracket

x

x

x

x

x

95
942
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75“

86“

x

x

x

APPENDIX

Side panels for e-Screen ETX
REF.NO.

ETX-6500 side panels lacquered steel surface

7-803901-65

ETX-6500 side panels enamel steel surface

7-803911-65

ETX-6500 side panels lacquered steel surface for column system EHA

7-803921-65

ETX-6500 side panels enamel steel surface for column system EHA

7-803931-65

ETX-6500 side panels additional fixed lacquered steel surface

7-803941-65

ETX-6500 side panels additional fixed enamel steel surface

7-803951-65

ETX-7500 side panels lacquered steel surface

7-803901-75

ETX-7500 side panels enamel steel surface

7-803911-75

ETX-7500 side panels lacquered steel surface for column system EHA

7-803921-75

ETX-7500 side panels enamel steel surface for column system EHA

7-803931-75

ETX-7500 side panels additional fixed lacquered steel surface

7-803941-75

ETX-8600 side panels lacquered steel surface

7-803901-86

ETX-8600 side panels enamel steel surface

7-803911-86

ETX-8600 side panels additional fixed lacquered steel surface

7-803941-86

ETX-8600 side panels additional fixed enamel steel surface

7-803951-86

Side panels for e-Screen STX
REF.NO.

Enamel for STX-8400UHD

7-801911-84

Enamel for STX-8400UHD on column system

7-801931-84

Lacquered for STX-8400UHD

7-801901-84

Lacquered for STX-8400UHD on column system

7-801921-84

Enamel for STX-7500UHD

7-801911-75

Enamel for STX-7500UHD on column system

7-801931-75

Lacquered for STX-7500UHD

7-801901-75

Lacquered for STX-7500UHD on column system

7-801921-75

Enamel for STX-6500

7-801911-65

Enamel for STX-6500 on column system

7-801931-65

Lacquered for STX-6500

7-801901-65

Lacquered for STX-6500 on column system

7-801921-65
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One-stop shop for performance and know-how.
As a powerful brand within the edding Group, LEGAMASTER is the No.1 choice when it comes to modern, eye-catching visualisation and
presentation. Be it in lessons, at seminars, at conferences or in meetings: with a large range of interactive media, flipcharts, whiteboards,
pinboards, moderation equipment, planning aids, presentation and display systems and accessories for bold writing and drawing,
LEGAMASTER offers all manner of possibilities.

Legamaster, brand of the edding group

985202000

Legamaster International B.V.
Postbus 111
7240 AC Lochem
tel.: (+31) (0)573-713000
email: info@legamaster.com
internet: www.legamaster.com

